Book Repair Supplies

**Book Tape:** to reinforce covers, repair torn covers and reinforce bent or torn corners

**Binder Clips:** to put pressure on tipped in pages

**Boning Tool:** smooth out tape

**Cover Stock:** repair torn covers

**Elmer’s Glue:** tip in loose pages

**Eraser:** use a kneaded eraser or a good quality art eraser such as magic rub

**Hinge tape:** repair loose covers

**Ruler:** used to tip in pages, use a metal ruler or thick plastic ruler for precision cuts

**Scotch tape:** repair torn pages, for best results use 3m brand scotch magic tape

**Waxed Paper:** keeps tipped pages from sticking to adjacent pages

**X-acto knife:** straighten edge of pages torn from books

**Clean towels:** dry covers of books

**Paper Towels:** absorb water between pages

**Fan:** speed up drying process

http://guides.wpunj.edu/bookrepair
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